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We care about the tech that keeps us connected
We provide comprehensive device protection, support and trade-in services for the tech that matters most.




We do tech care differently
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Complete coverage designed for the way you live
Drops, spills and breaks happen to all of us. So we provide protection plans that are flexible and deliver great value.
	Accidental damage cover
	Loss and theft protection
	24/7 online claims
	Flexible repair options
	Next-day replacement devices
	Up to 24-month warranty on all repaired or replacement devices

Learn More
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Tech help on your terms
Get quick and easy access to tech experts that will help solve any device issues.
	Personalised remote support for over 6,000+ connected devices
	Unlimited, instant access to our experts via phone or chat
	From setup to real-time troubleshooting our experts can solve most tech problems
	Get personalised content based to help you get the most out of the devices you use
	Hassle-free experience when tech isn’t working properly

Learn more
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Don’t let old tech go to waste with trade-in
Unlock the value in your unused devices or recycle them sustainably to ensure they stay out of landfill.
	Instant online valuations for phones and tablets
	Trade-in both working and faulty devices
	We’ll provide postage and secure packaging to send us your device safely, completely free of charge.
	Fast payments and expert support 7 days a week

Visit trade-in
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One simple plan that covers all home tech, regardless of age or where it was purchased - with no need for receipts. Plus, unlimited remote support with our friendly tech experts.
Learn more
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A global partner you can trust
Asurion has more than 300 million customers worldwide and an average 4.8-star rating, so you can rest easy knowing your technology is in good hands.
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Contact us


Call us
+44 20 3249 7900
Call now
Email us
enquiries@asurion.com
Email now
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